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Mountain Course Mile Marker 2 to Mile Marker 3 

Union Mills 
Leaving Braddan, along Peel Road, you pass 
a  number  of  locations  on  the way to Union 
Mills: Parkinson’s Yard, Transmann,  Rural 
Industries    and    Snugborough    Trading 
Estate  all on the right, and  Ashlar Drive on 
the left,  before  entering  Union  Mills.  In the 
picture to the left you can see Ashlar Drive at 
the  bottom  right and  Strang Road at the top 
left. Going  through  Union Mills,  you go past 
the Railway Inn on the left, the garage on the 
left,  the  Church  on  the  right   and  Trollaby 
Lane  also on the right, onto the  Ballahutchin 

The Railway Inn 
The Railway Inn at  Union Mills is one of the 
(many!) icon points on the TT course, and is 
a  popular  spectating  point.  As  you  might 
expect,  refreshments  are available!  It  is a 
fast right hand corner.  It is accessible whilst 
the roads  are  closed  via  Lhergy Cripperty, 
which is  the  road  that  enters the course to 
the side of the pub.  Lhergy Cripperty can be 
accessed from the A24 Cooil to Braaid Road 
(turn  right  at  the  Cooil  roundabout  on the 
Castletown  Road,  past B+Q  and the Isle of 
Man  Business  Park and straight on towards 
Braaid.   Lhergy   Cripperty  is  on  the  right) 

Strang Road 
Strang Road, in  Union Mills,  is on the right 
hand side by the  Spar shop.  The entrance 
to  it  can be seen in this picture.  Travelling 
up   Strang  Road  you  get  to  Strang,  and 
Nobles Hospital.  From there you can get to 
various   other   locations  around  Douglas. 
During   racing   and  practices  there  is  an 
ambulance  located  at  Strang  Road,  from 
where it  is  able to access  Nobles Hospital 
and the helipad. 


